1, Introduction
Let Fm be a differential subspace of dimension of m of an n-dimensional Finsler spaoe Ffl. The coordinates x^ (referred to Fn) of a point of Fm are given by (1.1) x = x (u ), i = 1,...,n; (X = 1f...,m (m £n).
1 e± Suppose that a vector x ( or û ) tangent to Fm is an element of support. We may then write 
Assuming that the vector u a is tangent to F , the • A corresponding tangent vector to F-^ will be z and these two are related by The D-darivative of the projection factors B0 will be given b7 A subspace of the subspace Fm can be regarded as a subspace of the enveloping space Ffl and it can be expressed by the equations (2.9) x 1 = x i (u ol (z 0 )); i=l,...,n; 8=1 (l<m<n) and consequently (2.10) BI = B^Bj.
The components g00(z,z), gaj}(u,u), gi;j(x,x) of the metric tensors of F^, and ?n respectively are related by (2.11) g08U,5) = gotpiu.u)^ = gi;J(x,±)BjBj. •»• 575 -
is said to be the relative mean curvature vector of F-^ with respect to Fm and Fn. It is obvious that the above vector field is normal to F-m Using the equations (2.8), (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain (3.4) ¿ki,n} = ê ( u, û) ' { P l' P m} B P + Sfx.iJ'l Wn} which yields the following theorem. Then in order for F-j^ to be minimal in F fi it is neoessary and sufficient that g'' 9 fy DqV* = 0.
